The use of amicable sets of eight circulant matrices and four negacyclic matrices to generate orthogonal designs is relatively new. We find all 1841 possible orthogonal designs of order 40 in three variables, using only these new techniques.
Introduction
An orthogonal design A, of order n, and type (s 1 , s 2 , . . . , s u ), in the commuting variables ±x 1 , ±x 2 , . . . , ±x u , denoted OD(n; s 1 , s 2 , . . . , s u ) is a square matrix of order n with entries ±x k or 0, where each x k occurs s k times in each row and column such that the distinct rows are pairwise orthogonal. In other words,
u )I n , where I n is the identity matrix. It is known that the maximum number of variables in an orthogonal design is ρ(n), the Radon number, defined as ρ(n) = 8c + 2 d , where n = 2 a b, b odd, and a = 4c + d, 0 ≤ d < 4.
In [4] it is shown that all full 3-tuples (s 1 , s 2 , s 3 ), s 1 + s 2 + s 3 = 40, are types of orthogonal designs of order 40. It is conjectured that all possible 3-tuples are types of an orthogonal design of order 8n, see [2] . This conjecture has been verified for n = 1, 2, 3, 4, 6 [2, 6] . In this paper, we will show that the conjecture also holds for n = 5. While the use of circulant matrices in constructing orthogonal designs is standard, we have shown in a previous paper [6] that negacyclic matrices may be used for those cases where the circulant matrices either do not exist or are hard to find. Our approach in this paper is to first generate, from all possible sets of four complementary circulant matrices of order five in four variables, all possible sets of amicable matrices in eight or less variables. In doing so, we are able to construct a total of 1785 triples out of 1841 possible triples. For the remaining 56 triples, we use a simple algorithm using negacyclic matrices.
Amicable sets of matrices
Two orthogonal designs X and Y are called amicable if
for some permutation σ of the set {1, 2, . . . , 2n}. We say that {A σ(2i−1) } i=1,...,n matches with {A σ(2i) } i=1,...,n . For simplicity, we will always take σ(i) = i unless otherwise specified. Clearly a set of mutually amicable matrices is amicable, but the converse is not true in general. A set of matrices {A 1 , A 2 , . . . , A n } is said to satisfy an additive property, if the matrix n i=1 AA t i is a multiple of the identity matrix.
An amicable set of eight circulant matrices {A 1 , A 2 , . . . , A 8 } of order n satisfying an additive property can be used in the Kharaghani array [9] :
where R is the back-identity matrix of order n, to obtain an orthogonal matrix of order 8n.
We began our search from the known sets of four circulant matrices of order 5 in 4 variables mentioned in [2, pages 349-351] . These are sets of four matrices {A, B, C, D} in four variables {a, b, c, d} satisfying an additive property. We then changed the four variables to new variables thereby obtaining eight circulant matrices {A, B, C, D, E, F, G, H} in eight variables {a, b, c, d, e, f, g, h} satisfying an additive property. We did a complete search for all possible amicable sets of eight matrices obtained from these matrices. A complete search includes collapsing of variables [4] and equating some variables to zero. Certain triples could only be obtained by zeroing of some variables in the known sets of four circulant matrices of order 5, prior to collapsing and matching. These triples are listed in Table 1 .
An amicable set obtained where the matching is between {A, B, C, D} and {E, F, G, H}, is called a special amicable set, [5] . Each of the special amicable sets of matrices can be used in other arrays to generate infinitely many orthogonal designs, see [5, 9] . It is this nice property of amicable sets that was the reason why we searched for as many as possible amicable sets of matrices in the first instance. More than 1350 of the amicable sets of matrices found were special.
The following theorem is obtained by using amicable sets found in the above searches, including those listed in Table 1 , in the Kharaghani array, K.
Theorem 1 All triples are types of orthogonal designs of order 40 constructible from eight circulant matrices via the Kharaghani array, K, except possibly those in Table 2 . 
Construction using negacyclic matrices
A negacyclic matrix of order n is any polynomial in the negashift matrix U of order n, where
The class of negacyclic matrices of order n form a commutative subring of the ring of all matrices of order n. For more details see [1, 7, 8] .
It is known that if A 1 , A 2 , A 3 , A 4 are four negacyclic matrices of order n satisfying an additive property, then upon substitution the Goethals-Seidel array
becomes an orthogonal matrix of order 4n. Note that the matrix R is the backdiagonal identity of order n.
It is not hard to see that not every orthogonal design of order 40 is constructible from four or eight circulant matrices of order 10 or 5, respectively. The techniques to show this are well known and require some computer computations. However, our aim in this note is to show the usefulness of negacyclic matrices. To this end, we did a complete search for amicable sets of eight matrices and this resulted in 1785 triples of order 40. This is all triples that can be found using eight circulant matrices in K, the Kharaghani array. There remained 56 more triples to be found. We searched next using negacyclic matrices of order 10 and found all of the remaining orthogonal designs. Our search consisted of three steps. In the first step we generated and saved all possible negacyclic (0, ±1)-matrices of order 10 and classified them by looking at products of pairs of rows. In the second step, for any 1 ≤ s ≤ 40, we found all weighing matrices W (40, s) constructible from 4 negacyclic matrices via G, the Goethals-Seidel array. To retain a smaller number of weighing matrices, we saved only those for which one of the four negacyclic matrices was skew. In the last step for finding an OD(40, s 1 , s 2 , s 3 ), we searched for disjoint weighing matrices W (40, s 1 ), W (40, s 2 ), and W (40, s 3 ) among those found in the second step and tested if their sum gives an orthogonal design. It is notable that it took only a few seconds on a single desktop computer to execute our program to find any one of the 56 orthogonal designs listed in Table 2 . We have the following theorem.
Theorem 2 All 1841 possible OD(40; s 1 , s 2 , s 3 ) are constructible from either eight circulant matrices of order 5, or four negacyclic matrices of order 10.
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